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1 INTRODUCTION
TRAVEL is a particle-tracking program, whose features include space charges effects, pion
decay and mapped electromagnetic fields. We advise the user of TRAVEL to obtain a copy of the
TURTLE manual ([1]) for a detailed discussion of general theory and a description of the elements.
This program may be used in stand-alone from DOS or in a more transparent way with the
Graphical User Interface provided by PATH MANAGER.
There are many improvements that come along with this 4.1 version. Among them is the
suppression of the limitation to 200 of the number of card and the suppression of the limitation in
particle amount.
Some optional output files in text or EXCEL format have been added for a simpler postprocessing of results.
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2 INSTALLATION
1.0 User Install
The minimal installation consists of two files, the executable file, DTxxx.EXE, and the error
handler file, LF90.EER
Current Travel version is Release 4.1, called DT410.EXE.
Since the name of the executable changes at each release, we advise you to make a copy of
DT410.EXE with the name TRAVEL.EXE.
If you want to test TRAVEL, you just need to copy TRAVEL.EXE and LF90.EER in you
work directory.
If you want to work in several directories we advise you to create copy a directory called
“C:\Program Files\Travel” and put TRAVEL.EXE inside. Then add TRAVEL.EXE to your path by
editing the AUTOEXEC.BAT file. Simply add the following line after your PATH variable
declaration:
PATH=%PATH%;C:\Program Files\Travel\TRAVEL.EXE

You need then to restart your computer or to open a MS-DOS windows, and type the command
above.
2.0

Developer Install

2.2.1 Script
There is no installation script yet for developers
2.2.2 Compiler
The source code is written in Fortran 90. Fortran 90 is compatible with Fortran77 and brings
many useful features such as vector and matrix calculations, dynamic memory and argument
passing tests.
The compiler used for the development is
Lahey FORTRAN 90 Compiler Release 4.00e
© 1994-1998 Lahey Computer Systems
Upgrades from v4.00a may be obtained on Lahey‟s web site: www.lahey.com
2.2.3 Editor
You can edit files with a basic MS-DOS editor, or, better, with a more powerful editor such as
Lahey ED Editor that comes with Lahey FORTRAN 90 or GNU Emacs (freeware).
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2.2.4 Files
The developer installation includes the following files :
FORTRAN 77 AND 90 SOURCE FILES
Compile.bat
!compilation BATCH
checkin.f90
!input checking for equations of motion integration
commons.f90
!common blocs
dynamem.f90
!dynamic memory handling
interface.f90
!routines interface
params.f90
!mathematical and physical constants
position.f90
!beam line information
absorb.for
!absorber routines
acccol.for
!accelerator column routines
aloss.for
!losses routines
bend.for
!bending magnets routines
decay.for
!decay routines
drknys.for
!runge-kutta integrator
ebfields.for
!electromagnetic fields integration
fieldmap.for
!field map routines
funct.for
!misc functions
gruber.for
!multiscattering routine
initze.for
!variables initialisation
integ.for
!equation of motion integration
killpart.for
!dead particles management
newmain.for
!main program
nu.for
!size for data allocation
octap.for
!octapole routines
quadr.for
!quadrupole routines
rayrun.for
!main subroutine for calculation
rdnew.for
!main subroutine for input reading and set up
repeat.for
!repeat routine
scheff.for
!space charge effects
TEXT FILES
Readme.txt
Notes.txt

! Description of files
! Developer notes

WORD FORMAT FILES
Travel.doc
! User manual
BINARIES
Tnt.exe
Run386.exe

! Needed by Lahey FORTRAN 90
! Needed by Lahey FORTRAN 77
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IMPORTANT: Unless you have installed Lahey FORTRAN 90 on your PC, you must have
“tnt.exe”. Old versions of TRAVEL and Los Alamos‟ PARMILAS need the “run386.exe” program
to run. Put them in your work directory, or, better add it to your Windows path.
Put all these file in the same directory, anywhere on your local disk. Compile them by typing in
MS-DOS window:
Compile > compilation.log
The text file compilation.log contains the summary of the compilation (warnings and errors).
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3 Usage
1.0 Stand-alone mode
Travel need two input files: an input beam data file (usually with the .dat extension) and an input
deck data file (usually with the .tra or .in extension). Let us assume these files are called beam.dat
and travel.tra.
You have two ways to start the process :
- run Travel by typing “TRAVEL” and then answer the two questions concerning the file
names
- directly type “TRAVEL beam.dat travel.tra”.
The second way is more convenient if you run Travel from a batch file. You can even let your files
in a distant directory. For instance, you can type
“TRAVEL C:\BEAMS\beam.dat C:\LINES\travel.tra”
2.0 Graphical User Interface
A graphical user interface, called Path Manager exists. For details on how to use it, see Path
User‟s Guide.
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4 Input Files
1.0 Input Beam Data
It is highly recommended, though not mandatory, to name the Input Beam Data file with the .dat
extension.
This binary file must conform the following :
- line 1 : TITLE ( maximum 80 characters, not used for calculations )
-

line 2 : P0 – PHIS – FREQ – MASS – CHARGE
P0 is the design momentum in [GeV/c], PHIS the phase in [rad], FREQ the frequency in [Hz],
MASS the rest mass of particles [Gev/c2], CHARGE the charge state of particles.

-

line 3 : NORAYS
NORAYS is the number of particles

- line 4 to End Of File : PARTICLES COORDINATES
Starting from particle 1 til particle NORAYS, write coordinates array for each particle.
Coordinates array includes
- 1st coordinate : horizontal position X in [m]
- 2nd coordinate : divergence X‟ in [rad]
- 3rd coordinate : vertical position Y in [m]
- 4th coordinate : divergence Y‟ in [rad]
- 5th coordinate : Phase [rad]
- 6th coordinate : Fractional Divergence from central momentum ie (P-P0)/P0 in [%]
- 7th coordinate : Lost Flag ( 0 if particle is not lost, 1 if particle is lost )
- 8th coordinate : Charge state
- 9th coordinate : Rest Mass in [GeV/c2]
Note for users of PARMILAS
You can convert a .dat TRAVEL input file to a .dst PARMILA input file with the DAT2DST tool.
The reverse process is possible with the DST2DAT tool.
There is no longer limitation in the number of particles per beam for TRAVEL, DAT2DST,
DST2DAT, and BEAMGEN, but remind that PARMILAS and OUTPROCS still have this
limitation. Depending on your version of PARMILAS you are restricted to a certain amount of
particles per beam.
Note for users of TRAVEL 3.x
Old beam data files will not work with this version of TRAVEL. To use them you must convert the
beam data file with the OLD2NEW tool. Reverse process, though not useful except for debugging,
is possible through NEW2OLD tool.
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2.0 Travel Deck Input
An input deck line is made of several to hundreds of elements. One element is called a card,
referring to the bunched card times (sigh). This deck input line must end with the SENTINEL
statement on a new line.
A card starts at a new line and appropriate parameters are entered in sequence until a final semicolon.
The first entry parameter is called the type code. The type code defines the card purpose: wether it
is a physical element with an physical length, an optional element or an output. The number of
parameters required per card depends on this type code and is described in the chapter [ref].
Comments may be placed anywhere in the cards. These must be enclosed with parenthesis. A
comment started on a line must end in the same line.
Labels may be used to distinguish between element. They must be enclosed with quotations (“).
These may be placed anywhere on the element card but it is recommended to place them between
the last parameter and the semi-colon for more clarity.
Some elements need input or output file names. These must be enclosed within quotes.
Note that TRAVEL is not case sensitive so you can put names in up case or low case.
Examples:
3
1.5 (length in m)
“drift1”
(first drift of the line) ;
34
„rms.txt‟
(rms values output file name) ;
The following rules apply:
- File names must be enclosed within quotes (Old version of TRAVEL used brackets). They can
be up to 36 characters long and must fit in one line. File names are not case sensitive.
- Label must be enclosed within brackets and must fit in one line. They can be up to 36
characters long. If more than one label is present, only the last one will be taken into account. A
default label is given if none is provided.
- Comments must be enclosed within parenthesis and must fit in one line. A comment started on
a line must end in the same line.
- Elements with their type codes and appropriate parameters are entered in sequence. Each card
must start at a new line and end with a semi-colon. Elements may take more than one line.
Units used in elements description and their symbols within square brackets are:
- centimetres [cm] for distances in the transverse plane
- metres [m] for distances in the longitudinal plane
- milliradians [mrad] for angular values corresponding to X‟ and Y‟
- degrees [deg] for other angular values
- KGauss [KGauss] for magnetic field strengths
- Volts per metre [V/m] for electric field strengths
- Volts [V] for voltages
- GeV [GeV] for energy values
- GeV/c [GeV/c] for momentum values
- GeV/c2 [GeV/c2] for mass values
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3.0 Type codes list
The following type codes are recognised by TRAVEL:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

RMS BEAM ADDITION
RF FREQUENCY
DRIFT
BENDING MAGNET
QUADRUPOLE
SLIT
BEAM SHIFT
BEAM SCALE
REPEAT LOOP
ABSORBER
INTEGRATION IN MAFIA ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD (temporary disabled)
REFERENCE PARTICLE DEFINITION
(DE)ACTIVATE APERTURE CONSTRAINTS
MATRIX TRANSFORMATION
APERTURE DEFINITION
RF PHASE COUPLER
(DE)ACTIVATE SECOND ORDER EFFECTS CALCULATIONS
SEXTUPOLE
HARD - EDGE SOLENOID
BEAM ROTATION
(DE)ACTIVATE RF PHASE CALCULATION
BUNCHER CAVITY
LENGTH PARTITION
SPACE CHARGE EFFECTS OPTIONS (UPDATED)
QUADRUPOLE OPTIONS
OCTUPOLE
ACCELERATOR COLUMN
ND ELLIPSOID
(DE)ACTIVATE LINEAR ACCELERATOR MODE
ELLIPSE
(DE)ACTIVATE DECAY
REFERENCE PARTICLE VALUES OUTPUT
BEAM CENTER VALUES OUTPUT
ROOT-MEAN-SQUARED VALUES OUTPUT
SINGLE PARTICLE TRACKING OUTPUT
BEAM OUTPUT IN TABULATED TEXT FORMAT
BEAM OUTPUT IN TRAVEL FORMAT
BEAM OUTPUT IN PARMILAS FORMAT
BEAM OUTPUT IN STREAM FILE
MAPPED (r,z) FIELDS : STATIC ELECTRIC FIELD, STATIC MAGNETIC FIELD
MAPPED (r,z) FIELDS : RF ELECTRIC FIELD, STATIC MAGNETIC FIELD
MAPPED (r,z) FIELDS : STATIC ELECTRIC FIELD, RF MAGNETIC FIELD
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43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96

MAPPED (r,z) FIELDS : RF ELECTRIC FIELD, RF MAGNETIC FIELD
MAPPED (r,z) FIELDS : STATIC ELECTRIC FIELD
MAPPED (r,z) FIELDS : RF ELECTRIC FIELD
MAPPED (r,z) FIELDS : STATIC MAGNETIC FIELD
MAPPED (r,z) FIELDS : RF MAGNETIC FIELD
MAPPED (r,z) FIELDS : STATIC ELECTRIC FIELD, RF ONLY B PHI
MAPPED (r,z) FIELDS : RF ELECTRIC FIELD, RF ONLY B PHI
MAPPED (x,y,z) FIELDS : STATIC ELECTRIC FIELD, STATIC MAGNETIC FIELD
MAPPED (x,y,z) FIELDS : RF ELECTRIC FIELD, STATIC MAGNETIC FIELD
MAPPED (x,y,z) FIELDS : STATIC ELECTRIC FIELD, RF MAGNETIC FIELD
MAPPED (x,y,z) FIELDS : RF ELECTRIC FIELD, RF MAGNETIC FIELD
MAPPED (x,y,z) FIELDS : STATIC ELECTRIC FIELD
MAPPED (x,y,z) FIELDS : RF ELECTRIC FIELD
MAPPED (x,y,z) FIELDS : STATIC MAGNETIC FIELD
MAPPED (x,y,z) FIELDS : RF MAGNETIC FIELD
MAPPED (x,y,z) FIELDS : STATIC ELECTRIC FIELD, RF ONLY B PHI
MAPPED (x,y,z) FIELDS : RF ELECTRIC FIELD, RF ONLY B PHI
ABSORBER + STATIC E, STATIC B FIELD
ABSORBER + RF E, STATIC B FIELD
ABSORBER + STATIC E, RF B FIELD
ABSORBER + RF E, RF B FIELD
ABSORBER + STATIC E FIELD
ABSORBER + RF E FIELD
ABSORBER + STATIC B FIELD
ABSORBER + RF B FIELD
ABSORBER + STATIC E FIELD, RF ONLY B PHI
ABSORBER + RF E FIELD, RF ONLY B PHI
FILTER
SPECTRUM
ND emittance display
ELLIPSE TRANSFORMATION
WANTED EMITTANCE
TRAVEL INPUT
SIGMA MATRIX INPUT
GEOMETRICAL BENDING
START OF R-MATRIX CALCULATIONS
R-MATRIX DISPLAY
RMS TRACKING ACTIVATION
EXPORT RMS TRACK
EXPORT R-MATRIX TRACKING
END OF R-MATRIX CALCULATION
SET AVERAGE X, Y, X‟ AND Y‟ TO ZERO
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5 ELEMENTS DESCRIPTION
1.0 RMS BEAM ADDITION
Type code 1 can only be used for a random addition to the beam. At least seven parameters are
required:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Type code 1
The RMS additional horizontal extent X of the beam [cm]
The RMS additional horizontal angular divergence X' [mrad]
The RMS additional vertical extent Y of the beam [cm]
The RMS additional vertical angular divergence Y' [mrad]
The RMS additional phase spread of the beam [deg]
The RMS momentum spread of the beam, in percent [%]

Following parameter is optional.
8. Momentum shift [GeV/c]
For the random addition to the beam, a different generator from the one used in BEAMGEN is used
to prevent correlations between particles. Also, the binomial distribution function is used to
generate additions with M=3.5 for a Gaussian distribution for coordinates X, X‟, Y and Y‟, and
M=5 for a uniform distribution for phase and momentum spread.
Example 1: A random addition
1
0.2
0.01 0.2

0.01

10.

5.

(RMS beam addition) ;

Example 2: A random addition with a momentum decrease of 2KeV for the particles
1
0.2
0.01 0.2
0.01 10.
5.
-2E-6 (RMS beam addition) ;
2.0 RF FREQUENCY
A type code 2 changes the RF frequency of the beam. Only two parameters are required.
1. Type code 2
2. RF Frequency [MHz]
Note that, for a correct space charge calculation, it is best to add a space charge card (type code 24)
with the new beam current value after a card 2.
3.0 DRIFT
A drift space is a region containing no magnetic elements. Only two parameters are required.
1. Type code 3
2. Length [m]
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4.0 BENDING MAGNET
A type code 4.0 requires at least the five following parameters.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Type code 4
Effective length of central trajectory through magnetic field [m]
Field strength B0 along central trajectory [KGauss]
Field gradient N [1]
Second order derivative of B0 with respect to radius r [1/cm2] (the unit is a matter of
discussion)

This fifth parameter is equal to the error in field due to this component evaluated at a given distance
from the beam axis, divided by the central field value
Optional parameters may be added to specify the calculation of the fringe fields effects:
6. Half of gap width [cm]
Entrance fringe fields:
7. Flag for entrance fringe fields (0 means no entrance fringe fields, 1 means fringe fields)
8. Pole face rotation value [deg] for entrance face
9. 1 / radius of curvature of entrance face [1/cm] (0 for flat face)
Exit fringe fields
10. Flag for exit fringe fields (0 means no exit fringe fields, 1 means fringe fields)
11. Pole face rotation value [deg] for exit face
12. 1 / radius of curvature of exit face [1/cm] (0 for flat face)
Value of dimensionless integrals describing the fringe fields
13. First order integral value [1] (default value is 0.0)
14. Second order integral value [1] (default value is 0.5)
Note for Travel3 users:
Parameter 5 was previously set through a 16. 1. Value_of_parameter_5; card.
Parameter 6 was previously set through a 16. 5. Value_of_parameter_6; card.
Entrance fringe fields were activated through a 2. Value_of_parameter_8; card
before the bending magnet card. The reciprocal of the radius of curvature of entrance face was set
through a 16. 12. Value_of_parameter_9; card before the type 2 element.
Exit fringe fields were activated through a 2. Value_of_parameter_11; card after
the bending magnet card. The reciprocal of the radius of curvature of exit face was set through a
16. 13. Value_of_parameter_12; card before the bending magnet card but not between
any type code 2 and the bending magnet card.
Example: Travel3
16
12.
16
13.

100;
90;
14

2
4

20;
1

5.0 QUADRUPOLE
A quadrupole requires at least four parameters for its specification:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Type code 5
Effective length of the quadrupole field [m]
Pole-tip field, a positive field being horizontally-focusing [KGauss]
Pole-tip radius of aperture [cm]

Optional parameters may be added to specify the calculation of the fringe fields effects:
Entrance fringe fields:
5. Flag for entrance fringe fields (0 means no entrance fringe fields, 1 means fringe fields)
6. Number of calculation steps for entrance fringe fields
Exit fringe fields:
7. Flag for exit fringe fields (0 means no exit fringe fields, 1 means fringe fields)
8. Number of calculation steps for entrance fringe fields
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6.0 SLIT
A slit entry requires three parameters:
1. Type code 6
2. The code number „i‟ for the coordinate (see below).
3. The half-opening of the slit (units appropriate for the coordinate)
An elliptic slit is available using five parameters:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Type code 6.0
The code number „i‟ for the first coordinate
The first half-axis of the ellipse
The code number „j‟ for the second coordinate
The second half-axis of the ellipse

The following parameters are optional (random beam addition):
6. Maximum spread in X [cm]
7. Maximum spread in X‟ [rad]
8. Maximum spread in Y [cm]
9. Maximum spread in Y‟ [rad]
10. Maximum phase spread [deg]
11. Maximum fraction of reference momentum spread [%]
12. Momentum shift [GeV/c]
The code digit „i‟ or „j‟ specifies the coordinate as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

X coordinate [cm]
X' coordinate [mrad]
Y coordinate [cm]
Y' coordinate [mrad]
Phase coordinate [deg]
Momentum spread coordinate [%]

If a ray encounters a slit and the ray coordinates lie outside the specified aperture, the ray will be
stopped. If a random addition to the beam follows the slit, the particle will not be stopped, but its
coordinates will be changed by an amount within the range specified for the random addition. If the
ray passes within the specified aperture of the slit, it will be left undisturbed. For details about the
random addition, see type code 1 documentation
Example 1: Vertical slit, width 0.5 mm
6
1
0.05 ;
Example 2: Horizontal slit, width 0.5 mm
6
3
0.05 ;
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Example 3: Circular slit, radius 2mm
6
1
0.2
3
0.2

(circular slit) ;

Example 4: Elliptic slit
6
1
0.2

(elliptic slit)

3

0.3

;

Example 5: Vertical slit, width 0.5mm, with horizontal RMS addition and momentum shift
6
1
0.5
0.
0.
0.01 10
0.
0.
0.
1.
-2E-6;
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7.0 BEAM SHIFT
The phase-space coordinates of all rays may be shifted by a constant amount at a given point in the
beam, constituting a shift in the beam centroid. Seven parameters are needed:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Type code 7
Shift in X [cm]
Shift in X‟ [mrad]
Shift in Y [cm]
Shift in Y‟ [mrad]
Shift in phase [deg]
Shift in momentum spread [%]

8.0 BEAM SCALE
The phase-space coordinates of all rays may be scaled by a constant amount at a given point in the
beam. This feature may be used to change the beam coordinates units. Seven parameters are
needed:
8. Type code 8
9. Scale in X
10. Scale in X‟
11. Scale in Y
12. Scale in Y‟
13. Scale in phase
14. Scale in momentum spread
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9.0 REPEAT
A section of the transport may be repeated as many times as desired by placing that section
between two repeat cards. Repeat section can be nested, a repeat section can be included in a larger
repeat section. The maximum depth of nesting is 4. The two parameters needed are:
1. Type code 9.0
2. Number of times section is repeated (equals zero for end of repeated section)
Example 1: If you want to repeat 10 times a drift with an output at the end of the drift.
9
10
3
0.1
50
9
0
SENTINEL

(beginning of repeat loop)
(drift of length 10 cm) ;
(output to file)
;
(end of repeat loop) ;

;

Example 2: Same line but with an ouput only every 2 drifts
9
5
(beginning of repeat loop 1) ;
9
2
(beginning of repeat loop 2) ;
3
0.1
(drift of length 10 cm)
;
9
0
(end of repeat loop 2)
;
50
(output to file) ;
9
0
(end of repeat loop 1)
;
SENTINEL
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10.0 ABSORBER
Seven parameters are required:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Type code 10.0
Length [m]
The atomic number Z [dimensionless]
Relative atomic mass A [dimensionless]
Density [g/cm3]
Mean excitation energy [GeV]
/ 0 [dimensionless]

You may specify multiple scattering and magnetic field inside the absorber with the additional two
parameters.
8. Radiation Length [g/cm2]
9. Molier Parameter [1]
10. Magnetic field strength [Kgauss]
The Molier parameter is used for multiple scattering. Default value is 1. If you want to inactivate
multiple scattering, set this parameter to 0, or removed parameters 8 and 9.
The magnetic field allows to have an hard-edge solenoid inside the material
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11.0 INTEGRATION IN MAFIA ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
A type code (11.0) integrates the equations of motion of a relativistic particle beam through a
sinusoidally time varying electric field or a static electric field. 24 parameters are required
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Type code 11.
Length to integrate over [m]
Name of field data‟ (within quotes)
Scaling Factor for Electric Field
Scaling Factor for Magnetic Field
1=RF or 0=STATIC
Phase for RF [deg]
Quadralize flag (See Note 3)
Boundary condition at x minimum (See Note 1)
Boundary condition at x maximum (See Note 1)
Boundary condition at y minimum (See Note 1)
Boundary condition at y maximum (See Note 1)
Boundary condition at z minimum (See Note 1)
Boundary condition at z maximum (See Note 1)
xmin1 [m] (See Note 2)
xmax1 [m] (See Note 2)
ymin1 [m] (See Note 2)
ymax1 [m] (See Note 2)
zlim [m] (See Note 2)
xmin2 [m] (See Note 2)
xmax2 [m] (See Note 2)
ymin2 [m] (See Note 2)
ymax2 [m] (See Note 2)
Number of steps

Notes:
1.
Boundary conditions at xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax,zmin,zmax are :
0 for Neumann boundary condition
1 for Dirichlet boundary condition
2.
From the beginning of the mesh until z = zlim the particle is flagged 'dead' if it is outside the limits
xmin1, xmax1, ymin1, ymax1 in the x and y directions respectively.
3.
If the structure has x and y symmetry then it is only necessary to model the +x+y quadrant
If this value is 1 then the program assumes that the field supplied is only the +x+y quadrant and it
recreates the other three quadrants by symmetry
If 0 it does not recreate the other quadrants and assumes that the whole structure was modelled
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For complete information see PS/HI/Note 96-11 “Study Of the Entrance Region of The RFQ For
The LIS” by T.C.Dunning. A brief summary and sample files are given in appendix D.
Note that there is no limitation in mesh size and amount of lines.
12.0 REFERENCE PARTICLE DEFINITION
A type code (12.0) sets the reference particle parameters and needs 10 parameters ( 7 needed and 3
optinal).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Type code 12.
X position [cm].
X‟ value [mrad].
Y position [cm].
Y‟ value [mrad].
Phase [deg].
Momentum [GeV / c].

Following parameters are optional :
8. Energy value [GeV] (overwrites momentum).
9. Charge state [1].
10. Rest Mass [GeV / c²].
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13.0 APERTURE CONSTRAINTS
To cause the program to observe element apertures, two parameters are required:
1. Type code 13
2. On/Off flag (0 means no aperture constraints (default), 1 means aperture constraints).
You can keep your aperture constraints values along the line using the additional parameter
3. Keep aperture values mode (0 means ON,/=0 means OFF)
A 13. 1. X. card will activate the apertures along the line until a 13. 0. X. card is found
You can define aperture constraints using a 15. card.
Travel does not use the aperture values that are indicated in the physical elements description. For
instance, if you have a bending magnet with apertures specified, these values are used only for
internal calculations in the bending magnet. They are not taken as aperture constraints. So if you
want to kill particles outside the aperture, you need to add a 15 card before the bending magnet.
This seems a bit more complicated, but it allows you to run your line loss-free, and to have aperture
constraints smaller than the actual aperture of the element.
The additional parameter allows you to define your aperture constraints only once if it apply to the
whole line, until a 13. 0. 0. or a 13. 1. X card. Aperture values can be changed anywhere with a new
15 card.
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14.0 ARBITRARY TRANSFORMATION (R-MATRIX)
An arbitrary, first-order 6 x 6 matrix transformation may be introduced.
parameters:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

There are eight

Type code 14
A i,1 element of the given row of the transfer matrix : apply to X [cm]
A i,2 element of the given row of the transfer matrix : apply to X‟ [mrad]
A i,3 element of the given row of the transfer matrix : apply to Y [cm]
A i,4 element of the given row of the transfer matrix : apply to Y‟ [mrad]
A i,5 element of the given row of the transfer matrix : apply to phase
[deg]
A i,6 element of the given row of the transfer matrix : apply to spread
[%]
Number „i‟ of the row : between 1 and 6

Take care to use the correct units for each element.
Second-order terms may be introduced by including the 22 additional numbers. To use them,
you must activate second order calculations: a 17. 1. card must be placed before in the deck.
9. Continuation code 0.
10. – 30. The 21 second-order matrix elements
Example: The identity matrix
14
1.
0.
0.
14
0.
1.
0.
14
0.
0.
1.
14
0.
0.
0.
14
0.
0.
0.
14
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
1.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.
1.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
1.

1
2
3
4
5
6

(1st line)
(2nd line)
(3rd line)
(4th line)
(5th line)
(6th line)

;
;
;
;
;
;

15.0 APERTURE DEFINITION
You can define an aperture constraint for any physical element using the 15 code. The defined
aperture is applied to the following physical element if aperture constraints are turned on. It is then
reset to 0. If you want the aperture constraint to be defined for several consecutive elements, you
should use a 13. 1. 1. Card. See element 13 description for details.
To define an aperture constraint, you need the following 7 parameters:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Type code 15
Circular aperture parameter r [cm]
Elliptic aperture parameter a
Elliptic aperture parameter b
Hyperbolic aperture parameter c
Horizontal aperture parameter w
Vertical aperture parameter h

If r, a, b, c, w or h is less or equal than 0, the corresponding aperture constraint is ignored.
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Given a 15 r a b c w h; card, only particles satisfying all of the following conditions are
kept:
x2 y2 r
x
a

2

y
b

2

1

c2
xy
2
x w

y h
To remove one of the conditions, set its parameter to 0.
Note that you can define a circular-only aperture simply by editing a 15 r; card.
16.0 RF PHASE SHIFT
The insertion of a type code 16 set the RF phase shift between two elements fed with the same
klystron. Two parameters are needed:
1. Type code 16
2. RF phase shift [deg]
17.0 SECOND ORDER CALCULATION
The insertion of a type code 17.1 indicates that second-order geometric and magnetic field effects
are taken into consideration starting from this point. If you want second order calculations over full
deck, you must place this card at the beginning of the input file. A 17. 0. Card will stop 2nd order
calculations. By default, second-order calculations are turned off.
1. Type code 17
2. On/Off flag (0 means no 2nd order calculations (default), 1 means 2nd order
calculations).
This has an effect on bending magnets (including fringe fields), arbitrary matrix and sextupole.
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18.0 SEXTUPOLE
A sextupole may be inserted for correction of second-order aberrations. Unless a 17.0 card is
included, it acts like a drift. Four parameters are needed:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Type code 18
Effective length of the field
Pole-tip field
[KGauss]
Pole-tip radius
[cm]

[m]
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19.0 SOLENOID and INTEGRATION IN (r, z) MAGNETOSTATIC FIELD
For the solenoid, three parameters are needed:
1. Type code 19
2. Effective length [m]
3. The field [KGauss]
WARNING : The following input is no longer maintained. It is still allowed for compatibility
reasons but you better place a type code 44 card instead.
When the magnetic field is specified in a file supplied by the user the following parameter sequence
is required:
1. Type code 19
2. Effective length [m]
3. „File name‟ (within quotes)
The first line is the title (maximum 80 characters). Coordinates must follow in
increasing order so that r changes first then z. Data input terminates at end of file.
Each line must contain r, z, Br, Bz, ie. the radial and longitudinal positions and
the corresponding radial and longitudinal component of the magnetic field. The
effective length is centred within the supplied field.
The dimensions are [cm], [cm], [kgauss], [kgauss], respectively.
4. Scaling factor [dimensionless]
This parameter changes the strength of field.
There is no limitation in the number of lines or the size of the domain.
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20.0 BEAM ROTATION
A rotation of the coordinates of a ray at a given point in the beam line about the beam axis may be
affected by a 20.0 type code. Thus one can simulate a magnet oriented differently than is normally
available, or a known rotational misalignment of an element about the beam axis. There are two
parameters:
1.
2.

Type code 20
The angle of rotation

[deg]

The rotation is taken in a clockwise sense about the beam axis
21.0 RF PHASE CALCULATIONS
By default, the RF phase used in the calculations of the energy gain in a gap is the third parameter
of the buncher cavity card (see the type code 22). The insertion of a type code 21. 1. or 21 0.5 (for a
mode structure) before a buncher cavity indicates that the RF phase in the following gaps are
calculated from its phase (master phase) according to the beam average particle velocity 0:
RFPHI i

RFPHI i

1

2 * freq * z
0

and adding the mid-gap correction [2]:
RFPHI i

1

RFPHI i

1

E0 * k * L * T * sin ( RFPHI i
m0 *

2
0

*

1)

3
0

A 21. 0. Card will turn off the RF phase calculations. Two parameters are needed:
1. Type code 21
2. On/Off flag (0 means no RF phase calculations (default), 1 means RF phase
calculations, 0.5 means RF phase calculations for a mode structure).
22.0 BUNCHER CAVITY
Four parameters are needed:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Type code 22
Peak voltage [MV]
RF phase of the average particle [deg]
Harmonic factor (multiple of linac frequency, default is 1)
E0kT‟L

23.0 CALCULATIONAL STEP SIZE (LENGTH PARTITION)
1. Type code 23
2. Number of segments (ns) into which each element is divided
The length partition divides every element following it into "ns" segments until "ns" is reset by
another 23.0 card. This type code must be used with an accelerating column (27.0). It is usually
necessary when doing space charge calculations (type code 24.0). A length partitioning before
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each element in the beam-line that results in a uniform calculational step size through each element
when doing space charge calculations is advisable.
24.0 SPACE CHARGE
This space charge routine has been originally taken from PARMILAS (December 1981). It has
been modified to handle multiple particles and optimised. Two methods are available, standard
Coulomb‟s law, computing particle-particle interactions and rings of charge. It is highly suggested
to use the second method, the first one being of order 2 (computation time = Cst.norays^2).
The use of macro-particles is possible to save computation time but then decay is deactivated. It
requires at least 6 parameters:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Type code 24
Flag (0 means no space charges, 1 means rings of charge, -1 Coulomb‟s law)
Radial mesh interval size OR minimum distance for Coulomb‟s law interaction [cm].
Longitudinal mesh interval size [cm]
Number of radial mesh intervals
Number of longitudinal mesh intervals
Note that parameters 1-6 must be on the 24.0 card for calculation with ring of
charge (positive beam current). However, parameters 3-6 may be entered as zero.
If either parameters 5 or 6 is zero, the program will set them to 10 or 20
respectively. The program will recalculate parameters 3 and 4 as the beam size
changes automatically. The mesh domain is created such as 95.4% of the particles
are inside. This mesh is kept until its size has changed by more than 20%. See
XPATH.HLP for a detailed discussion of the space charge calculation. The
following additional parameters may be included on the 24.0 card if desired, if
not default value is taken:

7. Number of adjacent bunches to be used in longitudinal repulsion (should be used with a
DC beam; 0 for linacs (default))
8. Option to integrate space charge forces over box (0 means no integration (default); 1
means integration)
9. Pulse length [m], 0 to use beta-lambda (default)
10. DC flag (1=DC beam, 0=bunched beam (default))
Example: Standard space charges effects computation
24
1
0
0
0
0
;
Example: With a finer mesh:
24
1
0
0

50

100

;

For the Coulomb‟s law “point to point” calculation, only the parameters 1 and 2 (the beam current)
are required. In a beam distribution, when two particles are too close, an abnormally high repulsion
occurs. To avoid this, a minimal interaction distance is defined. It can be defined with the optional
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card 3 (value must be given in cm), or left to the default value, which is the half of the minimum
beam extension divided by the cubic root of the number of particle.
Examples: Coulomb law space charge with the default minimal minimal interaction distance :
24
-1
;
24
-1
0.0 ;
Example: Coulomb law space charge with a fixed minimal interaction distance of 1 mm:
24
-1
0.1 ;

25.0 QUADRUPOLE OPTIONS
 Special parameters
This type code has been developed by J.Colton (ref. 5). These quadrupole options will effect how
the beam is transported through a quadrupole. Four parameters are required:
1. Type code 25
2. IABER (=1 for 3rd order quadrupole aberrations to be calculated, =0 otherwise)
3. IEDGE
0 for no fringing fields : the quadrupole field is a constant over the length specified.
1 for entrance fringing field: it is assumed that the quadrupole has a fringing field at
entrance which is approximated by a linear ramp which extends a distance equal to the
radius of the quad, and the ramp is divided into IFRNG pieces.
2 for exit fringing field: it is assumed that the quadrupole has a fringing field at exit
which is approximated by a linear ramp which extends a distance equal to the radius of
the quad, and the ramp is divided into IFRNG pieces.
3 for entrance and exit fringing fields: it is assumed that the quadrupole has a fringing
field at entrance and exit which are approximated by a linear ramp which extends a
distance equal to the radius of the quad, and each ramp is divided into IFRNG pieces.
4. IFRNG : Number of division of the ramp.
TRAVEL subtracts a distance of one quad radius from the drift element to be used for the length of
the fringe field at entrance or at exit.
Note that you must be careful when defining the quad length on the 5.0 card. If there is no fringing,
the effective length should be entered as the length of the quad. With fringing, however, the
physical length should be entered.
Below we describe each of the special parameters available, depending on the code digit.
5.25.1.1
Coding for multipole aberrations
N. A positive code digit indicates a multipole aberration in a quadrupole. Code digit N indicates a
N-pole. Multipole up to and including 40-pole may be included. The first special parameter is equal
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BN
, where BN is the pole-tip field due to the 2N-pole, a is the half aperture [m], and g is the
ga N 1
unaberrated gradient of the quadrupole. The second parameter is the phase angle N of the
multipole. The spatial dependence of the magnetic potential giving rise to a multipole is given by
r N sin( N
N ) . Since the multipole is normalised to the gradient it may be introduced once and
allowed to apply to all succeeding quadrupole, independent of excitation.

to

5.25.1.2
Coding for special parameters
1. (1) – A measure other second-order variation with x of the magnetic field of a bending
magnet. It is equal to the error in field due to this component evaluated at one horizontal unit
(WARNING default is cm) from the beam axis, divided by the central field value, or B2/B0 at
x =1 cm. Normally this parameter is set equal to zero. In order for it to produce an effect, a
second-order calculation must be specified by a 17.0 card. Otherwise it will be taken to be
equal to zero even if a non-zero value is specified.
2. g/2 – Gap width of a bending magnet. It is used for calculating the effect of the finite extent of
the fringing field of a bending magnet, but if it is non-zero, it is also taken for the vertical half
aperture of all subsequent bending magnets. Normally it is taken to be zero.
5. Ask Alessandra
6. Ask Alessandra K1 ???
7. Ask Alessandra K2 ???
8. Zmax – Removed ( used for DECAY )
11. P0 – Design momentum. The type code 16. 11. P0 ; permits the design momentum of the beam
line to be redefined at any point. Its only effect is to change the radius of curvature of the
reference orbit through bending magnets to correspond to a momentum P0.
12. 1/R1 – The reciprocals of the radius of curvature of the entrance face of a bending magnet. A
positive value indicates the curvature is convex. Normally they are taken to be zero, meaning
the faces of the magnet are flat. It has an effect only if a second order card 17.0 is inserted.
13. 1/R2 – Idem for exit face of a bending magnet
5.25.1.3
Coding for magnet apertures
The magnet aperture explained below are effective only if a 13 .10. ; card is present in the beam.
100. – 5. w/2 and g/2 – The horizontal and vertical half apertures, respectively, of a bending
magnet. The gap width g is also used in the calculation of the fringing-field effects. Both are
normally taken to be zero. If either is non-zero and the aperture is activated, they will act as an
aperture stop. A ray will be stopped if it does not go through the aperture specified.

26.0 OCTUPOLE IMPULSE
This code has been developed by J.Colton (ref. 5). Four parameters are required:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Type code 26
Length of octapole
[m]
Pole-tip field
[KGauss]
Pole-tip radius
[cm]
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27.0 ACCELERATOR COLUMN
The accelerating column model in TRAVEL consists of two plates with circular apertures. Four
parameters are required:
1. Type code 27
2. Length of accelerating column [m]
3. Accelerating voltage [mV] (Note the following convention: A negative voltage will
accelerate a positive beam)
4. Aperture radius [cm]
A drift element (type code 3.0) must precede and follow the type code 27.0. The accelerating field
is assumed to extend a distance of 2 radii on either side of the column. This distance must be
subtracted from a drift element. Also, a type code 23.0 element must precede the initial drift. This
subdivision of the column is required because the effect on the beam is calculated by step-wise
integration. TRAVEL requires that you subdivide the element so that each length segment is less
than two radii. Detailed discussion of this element can be found in Appendix C.
Example:
3
27
3

0.04
1.
0.04

(drift of length 2 radii)
50.
2.
(1m-long accelerator column with 2cm aperture)
(drift of length 2 radii)
;

;

28.0 N-DIMENSIONS ELLIPSE
Count particles in a N-dimensions hyper ellipsoid.
Arguments
1. Element type (28)
2. Type of input
1 => twiss parameters entry
2 => sigma matrix entry

3. Number of dimensions
Must be one of the following values : -6, -4, -2, 2, 4 or 6. If the sign is negative, the particles
outside the selection will be killed. If the sign is positive, the particles are just counted and the
result is written in the output file.

5.28.1 For Type = 1 (twiss parameters entry) we have the following input :
4. Alpha for (X-X‟) plane
5. Beta for (X-X‟) plane

(m/rad)
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Total emittance for (X-X‟) plane
Alpha for (Y-Y‟) plane
Beta for (Y-Y‟) plane
Total emittance for (Y-Y‟) plane
Alpha for ( - W) plane
Beta for ( - W) plane
Total emittance for ( - W) plane

(m.rad)
(m/rad)
(m.rad)
(rad/GeV)
(rad.GeV)

The “valid” planes are detected by the beta and emittance parameter, which must both be GREATER than 0.
Examples:
28 1 -2 0. 0. 0. 1. 0.1 0.02 0. 0. 0. „goodbye_world‟;
This card will kill particles for which y-y‟ are not in the ellipse defined by the twiss parameters alpha=1
beta=0.1 emittance=0.02
28 1 6 0. 0.1 0.02 -0.5 0.3 0.1 0. 10. 0.01 „hello_world‟;
Will count the particles into the 6-D hyper ellipsoid.
Note that three successive cuts in the three 2D planes are not equivalent to one cut in the 6D hyper ellipsoid.

5.28.2 For Type = 2 (sigma matrix entry) we have the following input :
3. N-dimensions total emittance
The sigma parameters are entered with the TRAVEL input card 88.

29.0 LINEAR ACCELERATOR FLAG
When a set of cards which represent a linear accelerator are being run in TRAVEL, a flag must be
set because the beam coordinate representing the longitudinal phase spread needs to be treated
differently. There are two parameters:
1. Type code 29
2. Code digit ILIN - If running a linac ILIN=1. If no linac, ILIN=0
30.0 ELLIPSE
Count particles in a 2-dimensions ellipse defined by the twiss parameters.
Arguments
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1. Element type (30)
2. Number of the plane
Must be one of the following values : -3, -2, -1, 1, 2 or 3. If the sign is negative, the particles
outside the selection will be killed. If the sign is positive, the particles are just counted and the
result is written in the output file.
“1” stands for a selection in X-X‟, “2” is for Y-Y‟ and “3” is for - W.
3. Alpha
4. Beta
5. Total emittance

(m/rad in transverse planes, and rad/GeV in longitudinal plane)
(m.rad in transverse planes, and rad.GeV in longitudinal plane)

Examples:
30 -2 1. 0.1 0.02 „goodbye_world‟;
This card will kill particles for which y-y‟ are not in the ellipse defined by the twiss parameters alpha=1
beta=0.1 emittance=0.02

31.0 DECAY
Argument
1 - Element type (31)
2 - 1 or 0 => On/off
When activated, Pion and muon decay will occur in the following elements. The pion decay generates a
muon, and the muon decay generates an electron (or a positron). The particles are isotropically emitted in the
center of mass referential, with a fixed energy in the case of the pion decay (about 29.6 MeV) and with an
energy spectrum dN/dE proportional to (3E2-2E3) for the muon decay (Michel Spectrum).
Note: the “decay” subroutine is called at each calculation step as defined in the card 23, and it occurs in the
middle of the element. In a single turn, a particle can only decay once. That means that too long elements
will produce wrong results.

32.0 REFERENCE PARTICLE OUTPUT
This card allows you to output some values about the reference particle of beam before and after
physical elements.
These values are in columns separated by tabulations, to export straightly to EXCEL. They are :
- 1st column: number of current card
- 2nd column: position along the deck [m]
- 3rd column : percentage of alive particles [%]
- 4th column: X [m]
- 5th column: X‟[rad]
- 6th column: Y [m]
- 7th column: Y‟ [rad]
- 8th column: [deg]
- 9th column: momentum [MeV/c]
34

-

10th column: energy [MeV]
11th column: rest energy [MeV]

To use it you need 3 parameters
1. Type code 32
2. On/Off flag (1 to turn ON output, 0 to turn OFF output)
3. „Filename‟ (within quotes)
These values are printed out after each physical element in the „filename‟ file. If you give a .xls
name to the file you can read it directly with EXCEL.
33.0 BEAM CENTER OUTPUT
This card allows you to output some values about the center of beam before and after physical
elements. Only alive particles are taken into account.
These values are in columns separated by tabulations, to export straightly to EXCEL. They are:
- 1st column: number of current card
- 2nd column: type of card
- 3rd column: position along the deck [m]
- 4th column : percentage of alive particles [%]
- 5th column: average X [m]
- 6th column: average X‟[rad]
- 7th column: average Y [m]
- 8th column: average Y‟ [rad]
- 9th column: average [rad]
- 10th column: average momentum [GeV/c]
- 11th column: average energy [GeV]
- 12th column: average rest energy [GeV]
- 13th column: RF Phase [deg]
To use it you need 3 parameters
1. Type code 33
2. On/Off flag (1 to turn ON output, 0 to turn OFF output)
3. „Filename‟ (within quotes)
These values are printed out after each physical element in the „filename‟ file. If you give a .xls
name to the file you can read it directly with EXCEL.
34.0 RMS OUTPUT
This card allows you to output the Root-Mean-Squared values about the beam before and after
physical elements.
These values, in columns separated by tabulations (to import straightly into EXCEL) are
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1st column: number of card
2nd column: type of card
3rd column: position along the deck [m]
4th column: aperture x [m]
5th column: aperture x [m]
6th column: RMS X [m]
7th column: RMS X‟[rad]
8th column: RMS Y [m]
9th column: RMS Y‟ [rad]
10th column: RMS [deg]
11th column: RMS Momentum [GeV/c]
12th column: RMS Kinetic Energy [GeV]
13th column: RMS Rest Energy [GeV]
14th column: Momentum Standard Deviation [GeV/c]
15thcolumn: Kinetic Energy Standard Deviation [GeV]
16th column: 100% emittance [m.rad] in (X,BGX‟) plane
17th column: 90% emittance [m.rad]
18th column: RMS emittance [m.rad]
19th column: 100% emittance [m.rad] in (Y,BGY‟) plane
20th column: 90% emittance [m.rad]
21st column: RMS emittance [m.rad]
22nd column: 100% emittance [deg.GeV] in (d ,dW) plane
23rd column: 90% emittance [deg.GeV] 24th column: RMS emittance [deg.GeV] 25th column: 100% emittance [deg.MeV/c] in ( ,dP) plane
26th column: 90% emittance [deg.MeV/c] 27th column: RMS emittance [deg.MeV/c] 28th column: ellipse [1] in (X,X‟) plane
29th column: ellipse [m/rad] 30th column: ellipse [1] in (Y,Y‟) plane
31st column: ellipse [m/rad] 32nd column: ellipse [1] in ( ,dW) plane
33rd column: ellipse [deg/MeV] 34th column: ellipse [1] in ( ,dP) plane
35th column: ellipse [deg.c/MeV] 36th column: Halo (X, BGX‟)
37th column: Halo (Y, BGY‟)
38th column: Halo (Z, Z‟)
39th column: ellipse [1] in (X,Y) plane
40th column: ellipse [1]
41st column: ellipse [1] in (X,Y') plane
42nd column: ellipse [m/rad] 43rd column: ellipse [1] in (X',Y) plane
44th column: ellipse [rad/m] 45th column: ellipse [1] in (X',Y') plane
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46th column: ellipse [1]
th
47 column: n% emittance [m.rad] in (X,BGX‟) plane (see card 86)
48th column: n% emittance [m.rad] in (Y,BGY‟) plane (see card 86)
49th column: n% emittance [m.rad] in (d ,dW) plane (see card 86)
50th column: n% emittance [m.rad] in ( ,dP) plane (see card 86)

Note that values 16 to 24 and 28 to 33 correspond to those given by PARMILAS converted to
Travel units.
To use it you need 3 parameters
1. Type code 34
2. On/Off flag (1 to turn ON output, 0 to turn OFF output)
3. „Filename‟ (within quotes)
The mean values are output after each physical element in the „filename‟ file. If you give a .xls
name to the file you can read it directly with EXCEL. Only alive particles are taken into account
Example 1 : To output RMS values from beginning to end
34
6

1
1

„rms.txt‟;
30.
3

9

9

4
19
22
19
0

(repeat loop 1) ;
0.5
20.
2.0
0.01 1
"rf1"
0.5
-20.
(end of repeat loop1);

23
10
23

5;
0.24
1;

1.

1.

0.0708 19.2E-9

6

1

30.

3

30.

9

4
19
22
19
9
0
34
0
SENTINEL

30.

"SLIT1";
"sol1" (solenoid);
(buncher cavity);
"sol1" (solenoid);

1.

61.28 0.

"hydr" (absorber);

"SLIT2";

(repeat loop 2) ;
0.5
20.
2.0
0.01 1
"rf2"
0.5
-20.
(end of repeat loop 2);
„rms.txt‟;

"sol2" (solenoid);
(buncher cavity);
"sol2" (solenoid);

Example 2: To output RMS values from beginning to end but only before and after buncher cavities
6

1

30.

3

30.

"SLIT1";
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9
19

9

4
0.5
34
22
34
19
0

(repeat loop 1) ;
20.
"sol1" (solenoid);
1
„rms.txt‟;
2.0
0.01 1
"rf1" (buncher cavity);
0
„rms.txt‟;
0.5
-20.
"sol1" (solenoid);
(end of repeat loop1);

23
10
23

5;
0.24
1;

1.

1.

0.0708 19.2E-9

6

1

30.

3

30.

9

4
19
34
22
34
19
9
0
SENTINEL

1.

61.28 0.

"SLIT2";

(repeat loop 2) ;
0.5
20.
1
„rms.txt‟;
2.0
0.01 1
"rf2"
0
„rms.txt‟;
0.5
-20.
(end of repeat loop 2);

"sol2" (solenoid);
(buncher cavity);
"sol2" (solenoid);
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"hydr" (absorber);

35.0 SINGLE PARTICLE TRACKING
This card allow you to track one particle along the line. To use it you need 5 parameters
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Type code 35
On/Off flag (1 to turn ON tracking, 0 to turn OFF tracking)
„Filename‟ (within quotes)
number of particle to track (between 1 and NORAYS)
tracking step size dZ [m]

The particle coordinates are ouput at each n*dZ along z axis. If you give a .xls name to the file you
can read it directly with EXCEL. It is not advised to set the step size to a value lower than a tenth
of a millimetre (due to rounding aberrations).
Each line of file „filename‟ contains :
z [m], number of current card, x[m], x’[rad], y[m], y’[rad], phase[deg], energy[GeV]
If the particle is dead, energy is set to 0.
Example : we track particle #15 from origin to end : we output coordinates every 1 mm.
35
9

1
4
22
23
10
9
0
35
0
SENTINEL

'NR1.TXT'
;
0.8
0.01
5
;
0.027 1
;
'NR1.TXT'

15

0.001 ;

1

10

1.

0.0708 19.2E-9

15

0.001 ;

"1rf";
1.

61.28 0.

"hydr" ;

36.0 BEAM OUTPUT IN EXCEL FORMAT
If you want to treat the beam coordinates with EXCEL, you can use this card.
Only 2 parameters are needed :
1. Type code 36
2. „Excelfilename‟
You can place it anywhere in the deck line.
Note that if several cards with the same output name are found, new coordinates override old ones.
37.0 BEAM OUTPUT IN TRAVEL FORMAT
This card ouput the beam in Travel format. So it may be used later as an input file.
Only 2 parameters are needed :
1. Type code 37
2. „filename‟ (preferably with .dat extension)
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You can place it anywhere in the deck line.
Note that if several cards with the same file name are found, new beams override old ones.
38.0 BEAM OUTPUT IN PARMILAS FORMAT
This card ouput the beam in PARMILAS format. So it may be used as an input file for Parmilas,
for instance to get a emittance value or a graphical .
Only 2 parameters are needed :
3. Type code 38
4. „filename‟ (preferably with .dst extension)
You can place it anywhere in the deck line.
Note that if several cards with the same file name are found, new beams override old ones.
39.0 OUTPUT CARD
This output the coordinates in rays.dat anywhere in the code
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40.0 STATIC ELECTRIC FIELD AND STATIC MAGNETIC FIELD WITH (r,z) MAP
41.0 RF ELECTRIC FIELD AND STATIC MAGNETIC FIELD WITH (r,z) MAP
42.0 STATIC ELECTRIC FIELD AND RF MAGNETIC FIELD WITH (r,z) MAP
43.0 RF ELECTRIC FIELD AND RF MAGNETIC FIELD WITH (r,z) MAP
For the integration in (r, z) electric and magnetic fields with map, at least 3 parameters are needed:
1. Type code 40 to 43
2. Effective length [m]
3. „File name‟ (within quotes)
The file extension for these maps is em2 for electro-magnetic field in 2D.
The first line is the title (maximum 80 characters). Coordinates must follow in
increasing order so that r changes first then z. Data input terminates at end of file.
Each line must contain r, z, Er, Ez, Ephi, Br, Bz, Bphi
ie. the radial and longitudinal positions and the corresponding radial, longitudinal
and angular component of the electric and magnetic fields. The angular
component is supposed independent of angle PHI.
The steps for the coordinates r and z are independent but must be regular.
The effective length is centred within the supplied field, so the field length must
be greater or equal to the effective length.
The dimension for distance is [cm], for electric field it is [V/m], and for
magnetic field it is [KGauss].
The following 3 parameters are optional:
4. Initial phase for RF [deg] (default is 0.)
This phase applies to electric and magnetic field when calculating with RF. The
RF frequency is the same as the beam
5. Scaling factor for electric field [dimensionless] (default is 1.)
6. Scaling factor for magnetic field [dimensionless] (default is 1)
These scaling factors may be used for unit conversions.
For examples of field maps, you can refer to the appendix.
Example 1: Solenoid of length 1.2 m. Static fields. Values for electric field in [V/m] and for
magnetic field in [kGauss].
40
1.5
SENTINEL

'field1.sol'

;

Example 2: Solenoid of length 1.5 m. Initial phase for electric field is 180 deg.
Values for electric field in [kV/m] and for magnetic field in [T].
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43
1.5
SENTINEL

'field2.sol'

180

0.001 10.

;
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44.0 STATIC ELECTRIC FIELD WITH (r,z) MAP
45.0 RF ELECTRIC FIELD WITH (r,z) MAP
For the integration in (r, z) electric field, at least 3 parameters are needed:
1. Type code 44 or 45
2. Effective length [m]
3. „File name‟ (within quotes)
The first line is the title (maximum 80 characters). Coordinates must follow in
increasing order so that r changes first then z. Data input terminates at end of file
The file extension for these maps is ef2 for electric field in 2D.
Each line must contain r, z, Er, Ez
i.e. the radial and longitudinal positions and the corresponding radial and
longitudinal component of the electric field.
The steps for the coordinates r and z are independent but must be regular.
The effective length is centred within the supplied field, so the field length must
be greater than the effective length.
The dimension for distance is [cm] and for electric field it is [V/m]
The following 2 parameters are optional:
4. Initial phase for RF [deg]
5. Scaling factor for electric field [dimensionless]
For examples of field maps, you can refer to the appendix.
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46.0 STATIC MAGNETIC FIELD WITH (r,z) MAP
47.0 RF MAGNETIC FIELD WITH (r,z) MAP
For the integration in (r, z) magnetic field, at least 3 parameters are needed:
1. Type code 46 or 47
2. Effective length [m]
3. „File name‟ (within quotes)
The first line is the title (maximum 80 characters). Coordinates must follow in
increasing order so that r changes first then z. Data input terminates at end of file
The file extension for these maps is em2 for magnetic field in 2D.
Each line must contain r, z, Br, Bz
i.e. the radial and longitudinal positions and the corresponding radial and
longitudinal component of the magnetic field.
The steps for the coordinates r and z are independent but must be regular.
The effective length is centred within the supplied field, so the field length must
be greater than the effective length.
The dimension for distance is [cm] and for magnetic field it is [kGauss]
The following 2 parameters are optional:
4. Initial phase for RF [deg]
5. Scaling factor for magnetic field [dimensionless]
For examples of field maps, you can refer to the appendix.

48.0 NON AVAILABLE
Type code not used.
49.0 NON AVAILABLE
Type code not used.
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50.0 STATIC ELECTRIC FIELD AND STATIC MAGNETIC FIELD WITH (x,y,z) MAP
51.0 RF ELECTRIC FIELD AND STATIC MAGNETIC FIELD WITH (x,y,z) MAP
52.0 STATIC ELECTRIC FIELD AND RF MAGNETIC FIELD WITH (x,y,z) MAP
53.0 RF ELECTRIC FIELD AND RF MAGNETIC FIELD WITH (x,y,z) MAP
For the integration in (x,y,z) electric and magnetic fields with map, at least 3 parameters are
needed:
1. Type code 50 to 53
2. Effective length [m]
3. „File name‟ (within quotes)
The first line is the title (maximum 80 characters). Coordinates must follow in
increasing order so that x changes first then y then z. Data input terminates at end
of file.
The file extension is em3, for electro-magnetic in 3D.
The steps are independent for x, y and z, but must be regular.
Each line must contain x, y, z, Ex, Ey, Ez, Bx, By, Bz
ie. the cartesian position and the corresponding cartesian components of the
electric and magnetic fieldsThe effective length is centred within the supplied
field, so the field length must be greater than the effective length.
The dimension for distance is [cm], for electric field it is [V/m], and for
magnetic field it is [KGauss].
The following 3 parameters are optional:
4. Initial phase for RF [deg] (default is 0.)
This phase applies to electric field when calculating with RF,
5. Scaling factor for electric field [dimensionless] (default is 1.)
6. Scaling factor for magnetic field [dimensionless] (default is 1)
These scaling factors may be used for unit conversions.
For examples of field maps, you can refer to the appendix.
Example 1: Solenoid of length 1.2 m. Static fields. Values for electric field in [V/m] and for
magnetic field in [kGauss].
40
1.5
SENTINEL

'field1.sol'

;

Example 2: Solenoid of length 1.5 m. Initial phase for electric field is 180 deg.
Values for electric field in [kV/m] and for magnetic field in [T].
43
1.5
SENTINEL

'field2.sol'

180

0.001 10.

;
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54.0 STATIC ELECTRIC FIELD WITH (x,y,z) MAP
55.0 RF ELECTRIC FIELD WITH (x,y,z) MAP
For the integration in (x, y, z) electric field, at least 3 parameters are needed:
1. Type code 54 or 55
2. Effective length [m]
3. „File name‟ (within quotes)
The first line is the title (maximum 80 characters). Coordinates must follow in
increasing order so that x changes first then y and z. Data input terminates at end
of file
The file extension is ef3, for electric field in 3D.
The steps are independent for x, y and z, but must be regular.
Each line must contain x, y, z, Ex, Ey, Ez
i.e. the cartesian positions and the corresponding components of the electric field.
The effective length is centred within the supplied field, so the field length must
be greater than the effective length.
The dimension for distance is [cm] and for electric field it is [V/m]
The following 2 parameters are optional:
4. Initial phase for RF [deg]
5. Scaling factor for electric field [dimensionless]
For examples of field maps, you can refer to the appendix.
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56.0 STATIC MAGNETIC FIELD WITH (x,y,z) MAP
57.0 RF MAGNETIC FIELD WITH (x,y,z) MAP
For the integration in (x, y, z) magnetic field, at least 3 parameters are needed:
1. Type code 56 or 57
2. Effective length [m]
3. „File name‟ (within quotes)
The first line is the title (maximum 80 characters). Coordinates must follow in
increasing order so that x changes first then y then z. Data input terminates at end
of file
The file extension is em3, for magnetic field in 3D.
The steps are independent for x, y and z, but must be regular
Each line must contain x, y, z, Bx, By, Bz
i.e. the cartesian positions and the corresponding components of the magnetic
field.
The effective length is centred within the supplied field, so the field length must
be greater than the effective length.
The dimension for distance is [cm] and for magnetic field it is [kGauss]
The following 2 parameters are optional:
4. Initial phase for RF [deg]
5. Scaling factor for magnetic field [dimensionless]
For examples of field maps, you can refer to the appendix.

60.0 – 69.0 ABSORBER + MAPPED FIELD
Arguments
1. Type code (depends on the field type)
1. Length [m]
2. The atomic number Z [dimensionless]
3. Relative atomic mass A [dimensionless]
4. Density [g/cm3]
5. Mean excitation energy [GeV]
6. / 0 [dimensionless]
7. field file name
Superimpose a mapped field with an absorber. The absorber generates a deceleration of the particle,
proportional to its velocity, in the integration of motion. Due to a bug (under investigation), this
function only works with muons for the moment.
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80.0 PHASE SYNCHRONIZATION FOR CONSECUTIVE RF FIELD MAPS
81.0 FIELD OUTPUT ALONG FIELD MAPS
82.0 FILTER
Kills particles that are in or outside a one-dimension interval.
Arguments
1 - Element type (82)
2 - Reference number of the dimension
The value can be positive (the particles IN the interval will be kept) or negative (the particles
OUT of the interval will be kept).
The dimension of the filter can take the following values:
1 - Filter on X
(cm)
2 - Filter on X‟
(rad)
3 - Filter on Y
(cm)
4 - Filter on Y‟
(rad)
5 - Filter on longitudinal phase (rad)
6 - Filter on kinetic energy
(MeV)
7 - Filter on particle mass
(MeV/C2)
8 - Filter on particle charge
3 - Lower boundary of the selection
4 - Upper boundary of the selection
Examples :
82 2 -0.2 0.3 „goodbye_world‟;
This card will kill particles for which y‟ is lower than -0.2 rad or greater than 0.3 rad
82 -6 200. 210. „goodbye_world‟;
This card will kill particles for which the kinetic energy is between 200 and 210 MeV.
82 7 0.510 0.512 „goodbye_world‟;
This card will kill particles that are not electrons or positrons.

83.0 SPECTRUM
Produces a kinetic energy spectrum of the beam, and places the result in a tabulation-separated text file.
Arguments:
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1 - Element type (83)
2 - Reference mass (MeV)
If the value is 0, all particles will be taken into consideration, if not the spectrum will only
count the particles with the given mass (in MeV), plus or minus 2%.
3 - Reference charge
If the value is 0, all particles will be taken into consideration, if not the spectrum will only
count the particles with the given charge.
4 - Number of energy bins
5 - name of the output file
Example
83 0.511 0. 100 „electrons.txt‟:
Will produce a file „electrons.txt‟ containing the energy spectrum of both electrons and positrons.

84.0 N-DIMENSIONNAL EMITTANCE OUTPUT
Returns the sigma-matrix and the N-dimensional emittance of the beam in the standard output.
Arguments
1 - Element type (84)
2 - Number of dimensions (must be 4 or 6)
The calculation units are m, rad and GeV.

85.0 ELLIPSE TRANSFORMATION
This card changes the and of a phase space ellipse, keeping the normalized constant.
3 parameters are needed:
1. Element type (85)
2. Number of the phase-space plane (1 x-x‟, 2 y-y‟, 3 - W)
3. New alpha
4. New beta
Example:
85 1 0.2 1.5;
This card will force the and of the beam ellipse in the x-x‟ phase space to 0.2 and 1.5
mm/mrad, respectively (see Appendix E).
86.0 WANTED EMITTANCE
This card allows the user to set the percentage of the beam to be used calculating the emittance in
the four planes (x- x‟), (y- y‟), (d -dW) e (d -dP) (columns 47th-50th in the RMS output file).
The default value is 90%.
3 parameters are needed:
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1. Element type (86)
2. Wanted percentage [%]
This card has to precede the card 34, otherwise the emittances on the first row in the RMS file will
be the 90% ones.
Example:
86 95.5;
The last columns in the RMS output files will be the 95.5% emittances.
87.0 TRAVEL INPUT
Will load a new data file from a travel (.dat) file, that can be generated somewhere else in the line
with the PATH input card 37.
Arguments
1 - Element type (87)
2 - Name of the .dat file
Example
87 „newbeam.dat‟;
Note that this card will replace the old beam by the new one, but the old particles are not “cleanly” killed,
and the default values are not reset. It may be dangerous to import a file that has not been generated in the
file.

88.0 SIGMA MATRIX ENTRY
Sets the parameters of the sigma matrix that is used by SELECT ND (card 28).
Arguments
1 - Element type (88)
2 - Number of the parameter (must be between 0 and 21)
3 - Value of the parameter
Example :
88

7

0.123 ;

Sets S(7)=0.123
The number of parameters depends on the number of dimensions of the selection. Two cases are possibles :
4 dimensions and 6 dimensions.
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The sigma matrix is defined as :

xx
x' x
yx
y' x
x
Wx

xx'
x' x'
yx'
y ' x'
x'
Wx '

xy
x' y
yy
y' y
y
Wx

xy'
x' y '
yy '
y' y'
y'
Wy '

x
x'
y
y'

x
x'
y
y'

W
W
W
W
W
W W

W

with <XY> the average value of the product X x Y. The units are meters for X and Y, Radians for X‟, Y‟
and , and GeV for W.
The matrix is symmetric: we only half of the upper right part need to be entered.For a 4D distribution, we
have 10 parameters, and for a 6D distribution the number of needed parameters is 21.
4D case :
S(1) = <X.X>

S(2) = <X.X‟>

S(3) = <X.Y>

S(4) = <X.Y‟>

S(5) = <X‟.X‟>

S(6) = <X‟.Y>

S(7) = <X‟.Y‟>

S(8) = <Y.Y>

S(9) = <Y.Y‟>
S(10) = <Y‟.Y‟>

6D Case
S(1) = <X.X>

S(2) = <X.X‟>

S(3) = <X.Y>

S(4) = <X.Y‟>

S(5)=<X. >

S(6)=<X. W>

S(7)=<X‟.X‟>

S(8)=<X‟.Y>

S(9)=<X‟.Y‟>

S(10)=<X‟. >

S(11)=<X‟. W>

S(12)=<Y.Y>

S(13)=<Y.Y‟>

S(14)=<Y. >

S(15)=<Y. W>

S(16)=<Y‟.Y‟>

S(17)=<Y‟. >

S(18)=<Y‟. W>
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S(19)=<

W>

S (20)=<

W>

S(21)=< W. W>

When a parameter is not set with this card, its default value is 0.

89.0 GEOMETRICAL BENDING MAGNET (not to be used)
.
1 - Type code 4
2 - Effective length of central trajectory through magnetic field [m]
3 - Field strength B0 along central trajectory [KGauss]

In this routine, the particles trajectories are calculated from a purely geometrical method. It has
been included for development reasons, and the user should keep using the normal bending magnet
(card number 4).

90.0 START OF R-MATRIX CALCULATIONS

Will change the coordinates of the 13 first particles of the beam in order to evaluate the values of
the transfer matrix. Please note that these calculations are meaningless if non linear effects (as
space charges) are activated.
Arguments
1 - Element type (90)
2 - any value
Example
90 1.0 ;

91.0 DISPLAY R-MATRIX
Arguments
1 - Element type (91)
2 - any value
Example
91 1.0 ;
Will display in the standard output the values of the R-matrix calculated between card 90 and card 91.
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92.0 START RMS TRACKING CALCULATIONS
This card activates a storage of many beam parameters (position, emittance, twiss parameters,
extension…) along the line. The calculation step is the distance between two sets of stored value.
To get the maximum data, use zero as second argument. In this way, the beam data will be
calculated and stored for each step (see card 23 for step size definition).
Arguments
1 - Element type (92)
2 - Calculation step (m)
Example
92

0.0 ;

Please note that the activation of this card decreases the execution speed of the code from 30%.
Known bug : the calculated time of flight value is completely wrong.

93.0 RMS TRACKING OUTPUT
Arguments
1 - Element type (93)
2 - file name
Example
93 “data.xls” ;
Will export the beam data calculated along the line (see card 92 for the activation of these calculations).
The data are formatted to be read with Microsoft Excel.

94.0 R-MATRIX TRACKING OUTPUT
Arguments
1 - Element type (94)
2 - file name
Example
94 “matrix.xls” ;
When the R-matrix (card 90) and RMS-tracking (card 92) are both activated, the values of the R-matrix are
stored in memory all along the line. This card writes an excel file with these data.
Possible use : display of dispersion for a beam line.
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95.0 R-MATRIX STOP
Stops calculation of R-matrix. (see card 90 for its activation)
Arguments
1 - Element type (95)
2 - any value
Example
95 0.0 ;

96.0 NULLIFY AVERAGE POSITION AND DIVERGENCE
This card set the average position x and y and the average divergence x‟ and y‟ to zero
Arguments
1 - Element type (96)
2 - any value
Example
96 0.0 ;
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6 CONVERSION TOOLS
1.0 DAT2DST and DST2DAT
These tools allow conversion for beam source file from Travel format to Parmilas format and
reciprocally.
Travel format for beam source is the following :
- line 1 : TITLE ( maximum 80 characters, not used for calculations )
-

line 2 : P0 – PHIS – FREQ – MASS – CHARGE
P0 is the design momentum in [GeV/c], PHIS the phase in [rad], FREQ the frequency in [Hz],
MASS the rest mass of particles [Gev/c2], CHARGE the charge state of particles.

-

line 3 : NORAYS
NORAYS is the number of particles

- line 4 to End Of File : PARTICLES COORDINATES
Starting from particle 1 til particle NORAYS, write coordinates array for each particle.
Coordinates array includes
- 1st coordinate : horizontal position X in [m]
- 2nd coordinate : divergence X‟ in [rad]
- 3rd coordinate : vertical position Y in [m]
- 4th coordinate : divergence Y‟ in [rad]
- 5th coordinate : Phase [rad]
- 6th coordinate : Fractional Divergence from central momentum ie (P-P0)/P0 in [%]
- 7th coordinate : Lost Flag ( 0 if particle is not lost, 1 if particle is lost )
- 8th coordinate : Rest Mass in [GeV/c2]
- 9th coordinate : Charge state
Parmilas format for beam source is the following :
- line 1 : NORAYS – IBEAM - FREQ
NORAYS is the number of particles, IBEAM the beam current in [A], FREQ the frequency in
[MHz]
- line 2 to End Of File : PARTICLES COORDINATES
Starting from particle 1 til particle NORAYS, write coordinates array for each particle.
Coordinates array includes
- 1st coordinate : horizontal position X in [cm]
- 2nd coordinate : divergence X‟ in [rad]
- 3rd coordinate : vertical position Y in [cm]
- 4th coordinate : divergence Y‟ in [rad]
- 5th coordinate : Phase [rad]
- 6th coordinate : Energy [GeV]
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2.0

NEW2OLD and OLD2NEW

3.0

DAT2STA
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7 APPENDIX A: SAMPLE INPUT FILE
The following is an example of an input file for TRAVEL.
REM Calculationnal options
17
16
23
24
34

1
;
(second order activated)
5
1.27 ;
(vertical gap value)
3
;
(length divided in 3 sections)
50.0 0.2 0.2 10 20 5 0 0 1 ; (space charge effects activated)
‘rms.txt’
;
(output average values in rms.txt)

REM Physical elements description
3
36
3
5
3

0.3937
"drift1"
‘drift1.xls’
;
0.2450
"drift2"
0.1260
+0.2600
0.0580
"drift3";

2
4
2

00.0 ;
0.14321
45.0 ;

3.0

3
5
3

0.0580
0.1260
0.3680

"drift4"
+0.2782
"drift5"

REM Post processing
36
‘coord.xls’ ;
38
‘pbeam.dst’ ;

;

(drift with no aperture specified)
(output coordinates for EXCEL)
(drift with no aperture specified)
"quad1"
;
(first quadrupole)

;
2.6

(fringe field at bending magnet entrance)
0.00 "bend"
;
(bending magnet)
(fringe field at bending magnet entrance)
;
2.6
;

(drift with no aperture specified)
"quad2"
; (second quadrupole)
(drift with no aperture specified)

(output coordinates for EXCEL)
(output coordinates for use in PARMILAS)

SENTINEL
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8 APPENDIX B: ACCELERATOR COLUMN
1.0 DERIVATION
The following derivation is taken from notes by Paul Allison. For fields with cylindrical symmetry,
the potential is assumed to have the following form:

PHI(r,z)

=

THE SUMMATION { [(-1)**n][PHI-2N][r**2n]/[4**n][(n!)**2] }

(1)
(n=0-->infinity)
where: PHI = PHI(z) = PHI(r=0,z) = PHI - PHI''r**2/4 + PHI''''r**4/64 ...
and: PHI-2N = 2Nth Derivative of PHI wrt Z
The exact equations of motion, Z''=(e/m)(Ez) and r''=(e/m)(Er), can be reduced with third order
accuracy to the form given in equation (2):
PHIr'' = -[1+r'**2]/[1-(PHI'')(r**2)/(4*PHI)] times
r'(PHI')/2 + r(PHI'')/4 - r'(r**2)(PHI''')/8 - (r**3)(PHI'''')/32

(2)

The potential function for two apertures was obtained from El Kareh, eqn. 3-158 (ref. 6) where
L=column length, R=radius, E=electric field, and where PHI(-inf)=PHIi and PHI(+inf)=PHIi-E*L:
PHI = [E*R/Pi] * [((Z-L)/R)*Arctan((Z-L)/R) - (Z/R)*Arctan(Z/R)] + PHIi - E*L/2

2.0 INTEGRATION
The effect of an accelerator element is evaluated by integrating (Simpson's rule) equation 2. The
step size used in the integration is determined by the 23.0 card, which must precede the accelerator
column. The 23.0 card must subdivide the accelerator column into intervals smaller than the
column radius or an error message is generated and the computation stopped. Also, since the effect
of the accelerator column extends beyond the plates, it is necessary to have a drift on both sides of
the accelerator column. The program tests that the drifts exist, reduces each drift by a length of two
times the radius, and then extends the integration over a region 2*R on either side of the plates. The
way to set up an accelerator column with space charge, integration step size, and drifts of at least
2*R in the input file "travel.in" is shown below:
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24.0 100. 0.2 0.2 10
23.0
13.
3.0 .04
27. .05
-.080
2.0
3.0 .04

20

5

0

0

1

"chrg";
"step";
"drft";
"coln";
"drft";

The 27.0 card describes an accelerator column of length 5 cm, aperture 2 cm, with 80 kV across the
plates. The 3.0 cards before and after the 27.0 card allows 4 cm of length to be added to either side
of the column. Now the column has a total length of 13 cm across which to integrate the potential.
The 23.0 card divides this entire region into 1-cm intervals. Because each region is again
subdivided to allow the space charge impulse in the middle, the actual integration step size is 0.5
cm. The 24.0 card allows a space charge impulse for a 100-mA beam to be applied at the centre of
each cm interval.
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9 APPENDIX C: INTEGRATION OF EQUATION OF MOTION
We assume the reader has some knowledge of the MAFIA code (©The MAFIA Collaboration).
To use this feature, generate an electromagnetic field with the MAFIA code using mesher and
solvers and output it using the following postprocessor command files. Text in bold italic faces can
be modified. Note that some problems occur when outputting (post-processor crashes). You may
fix it by reducing the size of the model, increasing the step size or outputting one line over two or
less.
Here is the command file for a static field (either magnetic or electric).
#file
name=DRDFILE
type=mafia status=old action=open exe
name=FILEPARTOUT type=print status=new action=open exe
define ax=1
! start writing field at x meshline ax
define ay=1
! start writing field at y meshline ay
define bx=10
! stop writing field at x meshline bx
define by=10
! stop writing field at y meshline by
define nz=39
! last z meshline
$ Output E or B field
#print
symbol e
style table
coord both normal z
digits 10
for abc=1,nz,1
izcut=”abc”
ixlow=ax iylow ay
ixhigh=”bx+1” iyhigh by
comp=x
exe
rof
for abc=1,nz,1
izcut=”abc”
ixlow=ax iylow ay
ixhigh=bx iyhigh “by+1”
comp=y
exe
rof
for abc=1,nz,1
izcut=”abc”
ixlow=ax iylow ay
ixhigh=bx iyhigh by
comp=xz
exe
rof
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And now the command file for a electro-magnetic field
#file
name=DRDFILE
type=mafia status=old action=open exe
name=FILEPARTOUT type=print status=new action=open exe
define ax=1
! start writing field at x meshline ax
define ay=1
! start writing field at y meshline ay
define bx=10
! stop writing field at x meshline bx
define by=10
! stop writing field at y meshline by
define nz=39
! last z meshline
$ Output E field
#print
symbol e
solution 1
style table
coord both normal z
digits 10
for abc=1,nz,1
izcut=”abc”
ixlow=ax iylow ay
ixhigh=”bx+1” iyhigh by
comp=x
exe
rof
for abc=1,nz,1
izcut=”abc”
ixlow=ax iylow ay
ixhigh=bx iyhigh “by+1”
comp=y
exe
rof
for abc=1,nz,1
izcut=”abc”
ixlow=ax iylow ay
ixhigh=bx iyhigh by
comp=xz
exe
rof
$ Ouput B field
#print
symbol b
solution 1
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style table
coord both normal z
digits 10
for abc=1,nz,1
izcut=”abc”
ixlow=ax iylow ay
ixhigh=”bx+1” iyhigh by
comp=x
exe
rof
for abc=1,nz,1
izcut=”abc”
ixlow=ax iylow ay
ixhigh=bx iyhigh “by+1”
comp=y
exe
rof
for abc=1,nz,1
izcut=”abc”
ixlow=ax iylow ay
ixhigh=bx iyhigh by
comp=xz
exe
rof
#list
sym geometry
numbering no
items 1000
exe
end

Sorry, but this as not been fully tested so you may experience some unexpected results. Please
report it to the development team at CERN - PS/PP/BD.
Travel input file example:
11

'asym'
0
1
1
10
10
29
29
21
21
1.
1
1.
0.

(Filename of field data)
(See Note 1.)
(Start meshline number in x and y directions)
39
(Number of meshlines to use in x,y,z directions)
39
(Actual number of meshlines in x,y,z directions)
12
(Boundary conditions See note 2.)
(All field values are multiplied by this factor)
(Quadralize the field? See note 3.)
(1=RF or 0=STATIC ? Phase for RF in rad)
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50
(Number of integration steps)
80.D-3
(Length to integrate over in metres)
-4.5D-3 4.5D-3 -4.5D-3 4.5D-3
(xmin1,xmax1,ymin1,ymax1 See note 4.)
0.0
(zlim See note 4.)

-3.5D-3 3.5D-3 -3.5D-3 3.5D-3 (xmin2,xmax2,ymin2,ymax2 See note 4.);

10 APPENDIX D: FIELD MAP EXEMPLES
Main rules to write a field map:
The first line is limited to 80 characters. It is free to write, the name of the file, or the name of the
columns.
For the 2D field maps, the order of the 8 columns is: r, z, Er, Ez, Ephi, Br, Bz, Bphi. In the case of
magnetic or electric, there are only 5 columns and the order is the same.
For the 3D field maps, the order of the 9 columns is: x, y, z, Ex, Ey, Ez, Bx, By, Bz. In the case of
magnetic or electric, there are only 6 columns and the order is the same.
For the coordinate values, the first column changes first, then the second, and the third (in 3D
cases).
Units : The distances x, y, z, r are in [cm]
The fields are in [V/m] and [kGauss]
The effective length parameter value, following the Type code, must be smaller or equal to the z
coordinate maximum value. If not, you get an error message.
'- ERROR: FILE FIELD SHORTER THAN INTEGRATION LENGTH'
Example of 3D field map
X varies from -2 to 2
Y varies from -1 to 1
Z varies from 0 to 2

Ex constant equal to 10 V/m, Bx is equal to 0.2 kGauss.
Ey constant equal to 5 V/m, By equal to 0.15 T.
Ez varies with z, Bz is null.
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11 APPENDIX E: ELLIPSE TRANSFORMATION
The and of the beam ellipse in one of the phase-spaces are changed applying to the particles‟
coordinates the transformation:
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Example:
A card 85 1 0.2 1.5; will force the and of the beam ellipse in the x-x‟ phase space to 0.2 and
1.5 mm/mrad, respectively.
If we have, in a certain point of the line, a beam as shown in Figure 1, and we insert this card, we‟ll
get the beam in Figure 2. The Twiss parameters are reported in Table 1.

Figure 1: x-x’ phase space, before the card 85

Figure 2: x-x’ phase space, after the card 85

Before card 85 After card 85
1.1009
0.2
0.1654
1.5
mm/ mrad]
0.3028
0.3028
RMS
mm mrad]
15.3370
15.3370
100%
mm mrad]
Table 1: Twiss parameters in the x-x’ phase space
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